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1. ANDERSON, AENEAS

2. CASTIGLIONE, GIUSEPPE [after]

A Narrative of the British Embassy to China, in the Years 1792, 1793 and 
1794: Containing the Various Circumstances of the Embassy, with Accounts 
of Customs and Manners of the Chinese, and a Description of the Country, 

Towns, Cities, &c.

The Twenty Views of the European Palaces of the Yuanmingyuan

£1,000.00
London for J. Debrett, 1795, Contemporary tan calf, marbled boards, red morocco 

gilt title-piece, a little scuffing to marbled boards, otherwise a very nice copy.
First Edition. The account made by Aeneas Anderson of Macartney’s British 

Embassy to Peking in 1792-1794. This was the first account of the embassy to be 
published and as Macartney’s personal servant Anderson was well-placed to record 

the course of events, which ended in disappointment for the British. In addition 
to a chronological description Anderson provides a “list of the gentlemen who 
composed the retinue of Earl Macartney”, an appendix containing “an account 
of the transactions of the squadron during the absence of the embassy, till their 
return on board his Majesty’s ship the Lion at Wampoa” and a short “glossary 
of Chinese words”. Anderson was assisted in preparing the work by the writer 

William Combe. 
Bookplate of Lord Forbes

A Complete set of the prints of Yuanmingyuan, etching on wove paper, deckle edges, image 510 x 
880mm, later issue after the originals published in 1763-1766. 

£4,500
The original etchings were created for the Qianlong Emperor by Jesuits Giuseppe Castiglione 
and Michel Benoist. They depict the European Palaces (Xiyanglou) of the Garden of Perfect 

Brightness (Yuanmingyuan), constructed from 1737-1766. The European palaces and gardens 
located in the Yuanmingyuan or Old Summer Palace in Beijing were the greatest expressions of 
Quin rulers’ interest in the arts of Europe. Boasting sheer grandeur of over 320 hectares of land, 

the architectural complex was more than ten times larger than the entire precinct of the Forbidden 
City. The Qianlong Emperor so adored the Yuanmingyuan that from his reign onwards, the 

Imperial Court moved to the Yuanmingyuan every year after the Spring Festival (Lunar New Year) 
and resided there until the sixth month when the heat set in.

In 1783, the Qianlong emperor commissioned a set of copperplate engravings depicting twenty 
views of the European Pavilions, printed in 786. Copies were kept in the palace and an additional 

200 sets were given to imperial relatives, high officials, and other guests. 
These engravings provide an important visual record of these key locations and architectural 

marvels that make up the European Pavilions of the Yuanmingyuan.  The original sets are very 
scarce since most were destroyed by English and French troops in 1860 during the Second Opium 

War. These are later issue c.1900.



3. Maritime Charts. British Admiralty
A Large Collection of Maritime Coastal Charts of China and the South Seas

A Collection of 52 of Maritime Charts of China, Japan, Korea, Hong Kong and Singapore, copper 
engraved, mostly double-page, many with coastal profiles, vignettes, inset charts, former working 

maps, cancelled stamp from the Admiralty on some charts, some wear and position markings, 
London, published by the Admiralty, [1843- 1931] Updated c.1930s

£3,500
Most of these charts are provided from surveys by foreign governments, but also include surveys 
by some prominent naval officers. Four of the charts are surveys by Commander W.U. Moore of 



the H.M.S. Rambler, 1885-7. 

Comprising of: Tung Yung to Wen Chau Bay, 1843-78; Saigon River to Kam Ranh Bay, 1863; 
Saigon River to Kam Ranh Bay, 1863; Kagasaki to Karatsu with the Goto Islands, 1868; Approach 

to Shimonoseki Kaikyo, 1872-5; Kii Suido to Tokyo, 1876-1912; China Sea - Southern Portion 
- Western Sheet, 1881; China Sea - Southern Portion - Western Sheet, 1881; Paracel Islands, 

1883; Southern Approach to the Yang Tse Kiang Video to Cape Yang Tse, 1885-7; Izumi Nada 
and Harima Nada, 1885-1904; Wen Chau Bay to Kueshan Is., 1885-7; Kue Shan Is. to the Yang 

Tse Kiang Including the Chusan Archipelago, 1887; Approaches to Shimoda Harbour, 1889; 
Kam Ranh Bay to Vung Ro Bay including Nhatrang, Binkang and Hon Kohe Bays, 1889; Amoy 

to Nagasak including the Yangtze Kiang and the Islands between Formosa and Japan, 1891; 
Kobe and Osaka, 1897; Ozuchi Jima to Funoko Sima, 1899-1905; Shantung Promontory to 

Nagasaki Including Yellow Sea, 1904; Korean Archipelago Southern Portion, 1904; Approaches 
to the Yang tse Kiang, 1906-15; Ominase to Gogo Shima, 1911; Gulf of Tokyo or Yedo, 1912; Gogo 
Shima to Miyo Shima Including Kurushima Kaikyo, 1912; Omai Saki to Tsurugi Saki Including 
Suruga Wan and Sagami Wan, 1913; Tsurugi Zaki to Yokohama, 1919; Kobe and Hyogo Bays, 

1919; Fan Rang Bay to TongKing Gulf, 1920; Fan Rang Bay to Tong King Gulf, 1920; Kurusima 
no Seto, 1921; Harbours on South Coast of Honshu, 1922; Kiaochow Bay to Lai Chau Bay, 1923; 

Kobe and Osaka, 1923; Hirado Kaikyo to Shimonoseki Kaikyo, 1923; The Whangpoo, 1925; 
Approaches to the Yangtze Kiang, 1928; Shimonoseki Kaikyo to Kusayama Zaki, 1928; Plans in 

the Southern Approach to the Yang Tse Kiang, 1929; Kobe Ko, 1930; Yokohama Ko, 1931; Hirado 
Kaikyo to Shimonoseki Kaikyo, 1931; Osaki Wan to Owashi Wan, 1931; Naikai or Inland Sea, 

1932;  Kusayama Zaki to Ominase, 1932; Japan: Honshu, Kyushu and Shikoku, and part of the 
Korea, 1932; Hong Kong to Gulf of Liau-Tung, 1933; The Western Coasts of Kyushu and Honshu 

Including the Korea Strait, 1934; Muroto Saki to Miki Saki Including KII Suido, 1936.

These Admiralty charts or hydrographic charts were produced by the British Admiralty. The 
Hydrographic Office was established as a sub-department of the Admiralty in 1795 and issued its 

first officially published Admiralty chart in November 1800.  
Most Admiralty charts delineate the coastline and high and low water marks, and record the 

depth of water as established from soundings. They record navigational hazards such as reefs and 
wrecks, and navigational aids, such as lights, buoys and beacons. Most charts have a compass 

indicator, often an elaborate compass rose. They also have some indication of scale, either a scale 
bar or representative fraction, or a border showing degrees of latitude and longitude.

One of the characteristics of an Admiralty chart is that it is continually updated and corrected. 
Obsolete charts were regarded as dangerous and were to be destroyed because they presented 
a potential navigational hazard. Dates of survey and compilation are minutely recorded, as are 

those of the corrections continually made to maintain the accuracy and utility of the chart. These 
corrections were often made by amending the existing copper plates on which the chart was 

engraved and re-publishing it as a new edition; in other instances, the chart was completely re-



drawn. However, in the early years of the Hydrographic Office, published Admiralty charts were 
drawn on earlier surveys. In extreme cases this means that some charts may be based on surveys 

made more than a century earlier. For example, Admiralty chart 751, the chart of Maculla Bay 
which was listed in the first published catalogue of 1825, bears a survey date of 1703. They are also 

numbered in manuscript to record when they were updated.
Some Admiralty charts contain little information on areas inland of the foreshore other than that 
required to assist in making a landfall. Others include extensive representations of land features 
and may also have coastal elevations and topographic views as insets. Nineteenth-century charts 

in particular may include ground plans of sites of archaeological interest, or details of coastal forts 
and other defences, as well as pictures of natural features. Some insets contain detailed charts of 
harbours. Admiralty charts record names given to coastal features and include many names no 

longer in use today. In many instances they also provide the best and most easily accessible maps 
of small oceanic islands. Some charts record surveys of navigable rivers.

This collection of  charts records the date of the survey, the captain, officer and in many cases the 
ship or ships that took part. 



4. CHINESE BIRDS
Four Watercolours of Chinese Birds

[c. 1820] 250 x 170mm, Four Brightly Coloured Paintings of the Rufous -Throated Partridge; Chinese 
Bulbul; Jocobin Cuckoo; and Green Iora. Painted on Mulberry Paper and mounted on board.

£500



5. CHINESE PICTURE SCROLL OF TARTARS HUNTING
A Very Fine Brightly Coloured Picture Scroll of Tartar’s hunting Tigers and 

other Animals.

Edo Period (1616-1867) , dated 1787, Oblong Scroll, [28 x 810cm], Gouache on Paper.
£10,000

A beautiful and brightly coloured scroll.
Exotic equestrian sports captured the interest of Japanese warriors. These scenes depict brightly clad 

riders Tartars, nomadic tribesman who lived north and west of China.
Excited hunters converge upon prey ranging from humble goats to exotic animals. The Kano School of 
painters, commissioned by warrior families, were known for brightly coloured scrolls, with horseback 

figures hunting. 
The distinctive features and costumes of the Tatars appear to be based on Chinese models that include 

Ming dynasty Chinese paintings of the theme “Lady Wenji’s Return to China” (Wenji Guihan). The Kano 
painter’s achievement was to combine these borrowed elements in lively action scenes unfolding within 

a panoramic landscape.



6. CHINESE ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPT WITH OVER TWO 
HUNDRED WATERCOLOUR PANELS

Daoist Religious Ceremony
A Highly Impressive Illuminated manuscript, Brilliant Watercolours and 

Gouache on Mulberry paper comprising 204 panels, laid onto heavier 
paper and bound concertina style, depicting an elaborate Daoist religious 

ceremony, including a procession of musicians, banner bearers, dignitaries, 
deities and mythical creatures, and Kaigen-kuyo or the ritual of the eye-
opening ceremony, the Five Thunder Gods are invoked to dispel demons 

(the blue figures with flaming red hair), the twelve animals of the zodiac are 
present representing the blending of religious and secular Chinese beliefs, 
as well as drawing attention to the importance of the date of the ceremony 
(the second day of the second division of the second month of winter, in the 

eleventh year of the reign of Tongzhi, a ren shen year). 

Titled and dated on opening leaves, approximately 30metres (100ft) long, 27cm (10.5ins) high, blue 
calf covers, silk floral fitted case.

Account of a Daoist religious ceremony, Chongfu Altar, Shanxi Province, Northern China, 12 
December 1872 but earlier.

£25,000
An astonishing illustrated manuscript account of a complex ceremony, the present work appears to be 

in tradition of the manuscript histories of the Yao people, and the blending of Buddhist, Daoist and 
traditional motifs appears to correspond with the history of the Yao and their migrations across Asia. 

Whilst the British Library and other institutions in the West, hold collections of Yao manuscripts, 
we have been unable to locate any comparable document either in terms of length or density of 

illustration. 
The date referred to in the title of the text is described as “very auspicious” and it is likely that this 

document was prepared before this date to serve as an instruction manual for the performing of rituals 
like the eye-opening ceremony and the exorcism of evil spirits. 

For many centuries, the Yao have developed and tailored their unique religion, incorporating Han 
Chinese-influenced Daoism as well as pre-Daoist folk religion and animism. To the Yao people, 

Daoism is laced with magic, prophecy and the supernatural. 



7. CORONELLI, VINCENZO MARIA

8. Greene,A.P.

Two Fine Maps of China: Chekiang e Kiangsi Provincie dell China & Iunan 
Queicheu e Quangs Provincie della China.

Chinese Pilot. Drawings of Chinese Coastal Profiles from HMS Cornwallis.

Venice. [ c.1690], Large Folio (460 x 610mm), two engraved maps, each with a large ornate, decorative 
cartouche and dedication.

£1,500
Two fine engraved maps of the six issued detailing the thirteen provinces of China. Wonderful maps 

of Zhejiang and Jiangxi; and the Chinese provinces of Iunan (Yunan), Queicheu (Guizhou), e Quangsi 
(Guangxi). With a highly decorative titles and mileage-scale cartouches. Demographic descriptions and 

statistics about the featured provinces
Coronelli (1650-1718), was a Franciscan Friar and appointed General of the Order in 1701. He was 

cosmographer to the Republic of Venice and founder of the Academia Cosmografica degli Argonauti, the 
world’s first geographical society (1680).

Scarce Survival from The Opium Wars.
China, On board ship, [1840],Oblong small folio (151 x 235mm.), 21 leaves with 19 pages of 

drawings of coastal profiles, with accompanying explanatory notes and landmarks, green paper 
boards over leather spine, untitled.

£2,500
A competent series of coastal drawings for use in navigation on HMS Cornwallis.

Drawings of the pending dangers when navigating Chinese waters, done by A.P. Greene, mate and 
then officer on H.M.S. Cornwallis. The areas covered are Amoy, Chincheu, Chimmo Bay, Namao 

and others.
A note on the upper paste-down reads “To accompany Remark Book Vol. 1. Coast of China / In 

Amoy etc. / Marks for avoiding Dangers, by A.P. Green.
Greene died in action, was buried in China and was posthumously awarded the China Medal in 

1842.
The Treaty of Nanking (Nanjing) was a peace treaty that ended the First Opium War (1839–1842) 

between the United Kingdom and China on 29 August 1842. It was the rst of what the Chinese later 
called the unequal treaties.

In the wake of China’s military defeat, with British warships poised to attack Nanking, British and 
Chinese officials negotiated on board HMS Cornwallis anchored at the city. On 29 August, British 
representative Sir Henry Pottinger and Qing representatives Qiving, Yilibu, and Niu Jian signed 

the treaty, which consisted of thirteen articles. The treaty was ratified by the Daoguang Emperor on 
27 October and Queen Victoria on 28 December. Ratification was exchanged in Hong Kong on 26 
June 1843. A copy of the treaty is kept by the British government while another copy is kept by the 

Ministry of Foreign A airs of Republic of China at the National Palace Museum in Taipei.



9. HASHIMOTO GAHO
A Very Fine large Scroll of Sixty- Six Exotic Birds Painted in very strong 

Gouache Colours.

Paper, c. 1860, [27 x 1,275 cm]
£10,000

A very richly coloured scroll of 66 species of exotic birds, unsigned but probably by a Chinese Artist 
or an artist of the Kanō school. Most likely Hashimoto Gahō ( August 21, 1835 – January 13, 1908) , 

Japanese painter and one of the last to paint in the style of the Kanō school.

Born in Edo, he studied painting under Kanō Shōsen’in, and was influenced as well by the work of 
Kanō Hōgai. He created many works in the traditional style of the Kanō school, using colour & gold, or 
otherwise monochrome black ink. But while his paintings are very much the works of a traditionalist, 

using traditional methods and depicting traditional subjects, Gahō, like Kanō Hōgai, incorporated 
elements of Western art as well. Brush-strokes, various types of detailing, and in particular, attempts at 

the proper depiction of perspective are evident in Gahō’s paintings and in many others of this period.
He opened his own studio in 1860, but the political and economic upheavals surrounding the Meiji 

Restoration forced Gahō to seek income in other ways than by selling fine art. He produced maps for 
the Naval Academy, painted on fans, and used his skills in a number of other ways to earn a living.

Gahō was invited in 1884, by Okakura Kakuzō, to become the chief professor of painting at the Tōkyō 
Bijutsu Gakkō (now the Tokyo National University of Fine Arts and Music) which would open five 

years later. In 1898, Gahō joined Okakura in leaving the Bijutsu Gakkō, and founding the Japan Fine 
Arts Academy (Nihon Bijutsuin). He would teach there until his death in 1908.

As a result of his position as chief painting professor, Gahō had a number of important pupils, 
including Yokoyama Taikan and Kawai Gyokudō.

The species of birds include dramatic watercolour drawings of pheasants and other game birds; water 
fowl, warblers, finches and birds of prey.



10. HYAKUNIN ISSHU CARUTA
(18th century handmade playing cards)

Japan. Circa early-Edo Period, [1700- 1750] Complete Set with 200 cards, 100 painted illustrated cards 
and 100 poem cards. In fine condition, [780 x 560mm], in fitted lacquered case

£7,500
A SPLENDID SET OF HAND PAINTED PLAYING CARDS.

The poems and illustrations have been hand-painted (in colours in the case of the illustrations) on the 
card faces which are made of silk. Silver- coloured paper has been pasted on the backs and borders of 
the cards. The cards themselves are flecked with gold dust, and come in their silver coloured wrapping 

papers. The wrapped cards come in gold brocade cloth cases with a chrysanthemum pattern, all 
preserved in a black lacquered case, the inside of the case is painted in gold.

The ‘Hyakunin Isshu’ established in the late Heian period (mid 13th century) is a collection of 100 
famous poets and their works. It is thought that the Hyakunin Isshu’ began to spread to the upper class 

as a card game around the 16th century in the Warring States period. From the 17th century onwards 
during the Edo period, the game spread until it became important education for children of noble 

families.
The word ‘karuta’ came from the Portuguese word ‘carta’. This particular set of cards, thought to 

have been made in the early-Edo period, is a beautiful example in which the calligraphy on the cards 
with poems is highly accomplished and flowing, the painting on the illustrated cards is precise, the 
expression on the poets faces is lively, and the colours and other features have been executed in a 

lavish style.
These valuable cards were made in the early to mid Edo period. Smaller and mass- produced cards 

were made in the later period using woodblock printing instead of painting.



11. KRUSENSTERN, ADAM JOHANN von.

A Voyage Round the World, in the Years 1803,  1804, 1805 and 1806, by 
order of His Imperial Majesty Alexander the first on board the Ships 

Nadeshda and Neva under the command of Captain A.J.von Krusenstern….

First English Edition.
London Printed by C. Roworth.for John Murray, 1813, two vols in one, 4to, Publisher’s boards, later 

paper spine and label, with 2 hand-coloured, aquatint frontispieces and a folding engraved chart.
£12,000

After publishing a paper pointing out the advantages of direct communication by sea between Russia 
and China by passing Cape Horn at the southern tip of South America and the Cape of Good Hope at 
the tip of South Africa, he was appointed by Tsar Alexander I to make a voyage to the Far East Coast 

of Asia to endeavour to carry out the project. Subsequently, he served in the Royal Navy between 1793 
and 1799, visiting America, India and China. 

Krusenstern (1770-1846), “appointed to command the first Russian round-the-world expedition, 
had serving with him a brilliant corps of officers, including Lisiansky, Langsdorff, and Kotzebue. The 

expedition was to attempt to ‘open relations with Nippon and the Sandwich Islands, to facilitate trade 
in South America, to examine California for a possible colony, and make a thorough study and report 

of the Northwest coast, its trade and its future.’.The importance of this work is due to its being the 
official account of the first Russian expedition to circumnavigate the globe, and the discoveries and 
rectifications of charts that were made, especially in the North Pacific and on the northwest coast 
of America.The introduction is particularly important and interesting because of the information 
it contains respecting the state of Russian commerce during the eighteenth century, the Russian 



12. KYOSAI (Toiku Kawanabe).
Ehon Taka Kagami [or Picture-Book Mirror of Hawks] 

[Tokyo, 1866-80],First edition,small 4to,(230 x 160mm.) 5 vols., (part 1, vols. 1-3: part 2, vols. 1-2), 
stitched Japanese-style into orig. yellow paper wrappers, each vol. with a white paper title-slip printed 

in red,illustrated throughout with Kyosai’s magnificent woodcuts, the pict. woodcut titles of the first 
and fourth volumes on blue paper, the pasted-down leaves at the beginning and end of each vol. (with 
the exception of the two blue paper title-pages) being of mica-flecked Washi paper, stitched Japanese-
style into orig. yellow paper wrappers, each vol. with a white paper title-slip printed in red, contained 

in a half tan morocco case.
£5,000

 “...The book was published at Tokyo and the editor’s name was Nakamura Sasuke... The ‘Mirror of 
Hawks’ is certainly a very comprehensive and instructive treatise on falconry. It is rare, only seven 

complete and incomplete copies having been traced in European libraries”. 
Kawanabe Kyosai (1831-89) was a Kano painter, printmaker, and illustrator, the son of a Samurai. At 
the age of six he entered the studio of Utagawa Kuniyoshi, and from the age of nine became a student 
of the academic Kano school, studying under Maemura Towa and then Tohaku Chinshin, who gave 

him the name “Toiku”. He exhibited at the Vienna International Exposition in 1873, and at the first and 
second Paris Japanese Art Exhibitions of 1883 and 1884. In the early years of the Meiji period (1868-
1912) he attained considerable popularity with his political caricatures, for which he was arrested and 

imprisoned in 1870. His famous “Kyosai Gadan” (1887), an attempt to show a variety of traditional 
Japanese and Chinese painting styles, was widely appreciated in Europe, and was issued with English 

captions for the export market. 
Kyosai’s “Ehon Taka Kagami” is the major resource on Japanese falconry, with wonderful woodcuts 

of hawks, field work, breeding, hoods, gloves, and other associated tools and items of equipment. 
It records the ancient Japanese methods of care, raising, and training of the Siberian Goshawk, 

considered the best variety for use in falconry since ancient times. 
Harting 371. Schwerdt III p. 245

voyages and discoveries in the Northern Ocean, and the Russian fur trade” (Hill). A Russian edition 
was published in 1809-1814 and a German edition (from which this English edition was translated) in 

1810-1814. 
Abbey, Travel, 1. Arctic Bibliography 9377. Borba de Moraes pp. 374-5. Hill pp. 167-8. Howes K271. 

Sabin 38331. HBS 67660. 



13. JAPANESE ORNITHOLOGY SCROLL

Momodori: A Fine Scroll with Watercolours of 29 Birds including 12 
Parrots.

Very fine and extra long horizontal scroll (ca. 1162 cm in 
total), illustrating 28 birds (12 parrots) and 1 head of a 

bird. Gouche Watercolours on mulberry paper, heightened 
with gold in places. With fine Japanese calligraphy in black 

ink to most of the images, giving the names in kanji or 
katakana. 

[Late 19th Century]  Mounted on a roller; endpaper 
decorated with gold and with golden title slip endpaper 

backed with brocade, silk tie. Very good condition.
£4,500

A very fine manuscript scroll with bright gouache colouring 
and opaque white colour, partially heightened with gold. 

Japanese calligraphy in black ink on several sheets of 
paper.

The endpaper gold-coloured with gold-coloured title stripe 
and brocade cover on verso, with silk ribbon. Total length 

1162 cm. Title on the end paper partially erased white 
Artful, finely executed ornithological descriptions with 

excellent illustrations.The 28 birds (including 12 parrots) 
and 1 bird’s head are shown,  with manuscript calligraphic 

contemporary Japanese names in Kanji or Katakana. 
Signed at the end and with 2 red seals. 
Overall in excellent condition. Rolled.

14. SIEBOLD, P.F. VON.
Nippon. Archiv zur Beschreibung von Japan und dessen Neben- und 

Schutzländern: jezo mit den südlichen Kurilen, Krafto, Koorai und den 
Liukiu-Inseln, nach japanischen und europäischen Schriften und eigenen 

Beobachtungen bearbeitet



Leiden, Siebold, 1832-1852. 7 parts bound in 7 volumes. Folio (370 x 275mm). With 364 (of 365) 
plates, many folding or double-page. 19th century half morocco (2 text volumes bound to match). 

£50,000 
First and only edition of this magnificent publication depicting for the first time on a large scale the 

ethnography and geography of Japan. The present copy has 29 plates and 227 text pages in the Ernst 
Wasmuth Verlag reprint of 1930 and has one plate not called for in the collation made by Bernard 

Quaritch in 1869, however lacks the frontispiece to the first volume as well as the ‘Schilling-Cannstadt 
Denkmahl’ plate. The following text is lacking: Abtheilung I one leaf ‘Inhalt des ersten Heftes’; 

Abtheilung V pp. 45-186; Abtheilung VI pages 65-72; Abtheilung VII pp. 165-328.
Not included in the total count of 365 plates are 19 appendix plates of Japanese text (1 plate in 

Abtheilung 5 and 18 numbered plates in Abtheilung 7), 25 numbered plates of Japanese text Wa Nen 
Kei “Annales Japonici” as well as 2 unnumbered plates belonging to this section and the lithographed 

title (Abtheilung 3). All these plates are listed in the Quaritch collation in the section plates ‘Stein-
tafeln’ and for this reason there seems to be some confusion about the total number of plates. A few 

copies were issued on large paper, our copy is the normal issue, the text in one volume is slightly 
shorter, but the size of the 7 volumes is uniform. A very  attractive set.

The work remained unfinished and 7 parts were published dealing with the following subjects: 
Mathematical and physical geography of Japan, hydrographical and geological maps, views and tables; 

People and state, a description of the inhabitants of Japan, their manners and customs, government 
and administration, with illustrations; Contributions to the history of Japan: mythology, history, 

archaeology, numismatics, with chronological maps, illustrations and tables; Arts and sciences, in 
particular the Japanese language and literature, with excerpts from original texts and illustrations; 

Religion: description of the deities, deified rulers, temples and monasteries, priests, monks and nuns, 
religious monuments, utensils and dress in Shintoism and Buddhism; Agriculture, industry and 

commerce with descriptions of related natural products and illustrations of commercial crops, animals, 
machines and implements; Neighbouring countries of Japan: Ezo with the Southern Kurile Islands, 

Korea and the Ryukyu Islands.
Von Siebold was the most important European scientist who almost single handedly put Japanese 
studies on the European academic map. In 1823 he was posted to Japan as a surgeon to the Dutch 

factory on Deshima. He played a significant role in introducing Japan to the West and in his 
introduction of Western science to Japan. For the illustrations of the present work use was made of 
Siebold’s large ethnographical collection, some 4700 items, which was opened to the public in 1831 



and bought by the Dutch government in 1837.
The Dutch were the only western nation to trade with Japan from 1639 until the opening of Japan by 
Perry. Von Siebold (1796-1866) was a German surgeon in service of the Dutch East India Company. 
‘Despite the restrictions imposed on the freedom of movement of the inhabitants, Siebold found life 

on the settlement quite comfortable... Since the late eighteenth century, when it had become easier to 
import and read books in Dutch, groups of scholars had started to engage themselves in the study of 

Western medicine. Dutch became the medium for these ‘Dutch Studies’, Rangaku.  The main activities 
of these scholars, ‘Rangakusha’, were centered around the capital Edo, but all over the country was 
a growing interest in Western sciences during Siebold’s time on Deshima... Soon, Siebold started 

teaching on a regular basis, mainly on the subjects of the natural sciences and medicine. In return, 
his students taught him Japanese and a little written Chinese. In addition, his students helped him 
with his botanical research... Siebold had secured the help of the Japanese painter Kawahara Keiga 

(1786-1865?) to make visual records of landscapes, buildings and other things which were physically 
impossible to collect” (K. Vos, ‘Assignment Japan, Von Siebold pioneer and collector’, pp. 10-13). 

During Siebold’s stay in Edo he met the court astronomer Takahashi Sakuzaemon, the famous 
geographer Mogami Tokunai and Mamiya Rinzo, who provided Siebold with important information, 
maps etc. Siebold was expelled from Japan in the autumn of 1829 because maps were considered by 

the authorities as secret. Siebold had managed already to ship his collection to Batavia. However some 
of his Japanese friends were imprisoned. 

Cordier 477-48; Assignment Japan, Von Siebold pioneer and collector pp. 22-25; Nipponalia 1135; 
Alt-Japan Katalog  1396.

15. SHA OSHU MINZU
Representations of the Chinese Non-Han and their Professions. Trades of 

the Minority Peoples of China.
China, [circa 1830], Folio, (28 x 24 cm), Original Bevelled Wooden Boards, Mounted Title on Upper 
Board, rubbed, with 42 Fine Gouache and Watercolour Brush Drawings, many illuminated in Gold 

and Silver, within a Light Blue Frame. Folding Concertina Style. Each Drawing has a small title label 
printed on red glazed paper, giving the name of the tribe.

£6,500
A Fine Manuscript with 42 Watercolour Drawings.

A Splendid Album representing the various minorities living in China and their professions.Including 
the Dingling, Fufuluo, Gaoche, Huihe, Minyue, Nanyue, Qidan, Rouran, Ruzhen, Saken, Sushen and 

others.
The peoples and their professions are represented in the following examples including:



A Warrior on his horse in a magnificent blue cloak; a Lance-Bearer; an Armour -Bearer with a shield; 
a Fisherman with his Fish-Net; a Porter; a Farmer with his Grey Water-Buffalo, a Cowherd; A Hunter 
with a Kid on his back; a Tea Seller with a basket and musical instrument on his back; An Actor from a 
Theatre with Masks; Two Musicians with a bamboo musical instrument;A woman churning butter; etc

A Brightly Coloured Manuscript in very good condition.


